Medical Justification for Kimba Neo Deluxe Canopy Wheelchair Accessory K0108

The Kimba Deluxe Canopy has functional applications that can help mitigate health complications caused from environmental stressors. The Kimba Deluxe Canopy is a large retractable canopy that covers most of the child’s body when in the seating system. This large canopy is ideal protection from the direct rays of the sun and the heat associated with it. The back of the canopy can zipper off allowing venting and aeration through the tent of the canopy so airflow for cooling is maximized while the heat of the sun is shielded. The window in the top of the canopy ensures attendant viewing ideal for children at risk of seizures, aspirations, and trached children. The Deluxe Canopy comes with a Rain Canopy which covers the entire seating system and wheelchair. This weather tent provides protection from wind, and debris and will keep the patient and their oxygen equipment dry in inclement weather. This wheelchair accessory (K0108) will help the patient and care giver complete their activities of daily living requirements such as commuting to and from school. The canopy protection can allow the patient and care giver more access to community areas, the ability to accomplish daily errands, including waiting at the bus stop in bad weather.

Patient Indications to include:
If the patient has a condition or medications that are worsened by heat, sunlight, or sun rays, OR if he or she takes a photosensitive medication (i.e. most antibiotics, seizure control medications, etc.) Also, you can incorporate any issues with medical equipment if it is exposed to extreme heat, rain, environmental issues (such as the patient’s oxygen tank). Include rationale that patient has a seizure disorder and the caregiver needs to have full view of the patient at all times of the day.